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Introduction

Thank you for expressing an interest in this full-time, 3-
year fixed term contract post of Net Zero Officer, working
across the Yorkshire North & East Methodist District.

This information pack has been created to give you a deeper insight into the role. 

The post of Net Zero Officer offers an opportunity for somebody with demonstrable work experience and
a commitment to sustainability and the environment to develop their professional knowledge whilst
making a difference to our churches and operating practices. 

In 2020 The Chair of Yorkshire North and East District, Rev’d Leslie Newton shared with the Methodist
Church in our area a vision and challenge about being part of a Christian response to the Planet Climate
Emergency. In his address (https://www.yorkshirenemethodist.org/our-work/climate-change/) he
highlighted the crisis, and the call for the Christian Church to pro-actively and perhaps prophetically
lead the way in caring for God’s creation, by working for positive change, as individuals and as faith
communities gathered in and around Church buildings.

He shared that, following research commissioned by the District Leadership Team, Project Rome was
asked to advise the District on developing a key strategy toward achieving a Net Zero Carbon target in a
realistic timeframe. The consultation included research around the churches in the area on possibilities
for fuel efficiency, everyday better practice and ways to reduce energy costs. A number of actions and
goals were set as a result of this research, some based on property works, others looking at education to
encourage personal commitments to greener travel and consumer habits. 

As a result of the research and proposals from the District Leadership Team, the District Synod in
September 2020 committed to the stretching, but we believe, achievable target to become a Net Zero
Carbon Methodist District by 2040.

Part of the District Strategy for forward movement in this and other areas of church development has
included the employment of a Grant Fundraising Enabler. In terms of Net Zero development, this has
already resulted in the securing of funding for several demonstrator capital projects to be
commissioned, due for completion in 2023. A total of 36 churches have also had extensive feasibility
assessments to determine their Individual 'Pathways to Net Zero'

Adding a Net Zero Officer is a further important step to enable the District to work toward our Net Zero
Carbon aim.

Rev Ruth Gilson-Webb
Circuits Support Team Leader
Yorkshire North & East Methodist District



The Yorkshire North and East Methodist District was formed in 2017, following re-structuring
within the wider Methodist Church in Britain (‘Connexion’).

We recognise our need to develop a new culture which inspires vocations, sows generously,
appoints leaders and changes structures for growth and we are now pursuing four priorities to
help us achieve our vision:

About Us

Growing Lay Leadership: Recognising our Methodist heritage and that
we were a growing movement when we had well-equipped, released
and accountable local lay leaders.

Re-Imagining Worship: Recognising, for instance, that often the
preaching plan is not an effective tool for developing excellence and
local ownership of worship.

Developing "Our Voice": Recognising that we need to build confidence in
sharing our faith, telling our stories and how we speak out and take
action on injustice in all its many forms.

Remodelling Governance: Recognising that often we sacrifice our best
people on the wrong altars. We're committed to undertake all that is
encompassed by 'governance' really well.

Facilitated by a mix of lay and ordained staff and
volunteer leaders from local churches, the District
Leadership Team helps set direction for the
development of faithfully growing Flourishing Christian
Communities across North and East Yorkshire.

The District comprises 220 Churches in 16 areas
(‘Circuits’). The area extends across moors and
dales, from Pateley Bridge in the West, through
towns and cities to the North and East coast of
Yorkshire, with South Holderness at our southern tip.



Job Description





Person
Specification





Disability:  Please let us know if you require adjustments making to any aspect or part of the
application process and provide us with any information that you feel to be relevant whilst we
consider your application. If you are selected for interview we will ask if you have any access
needs or if you require any reasonable adjustments to be made for the interview. Be assured
that we will be supportive at all times in discussing reasonable adjustments during the
application and recruitment process.

Entitlement to work in the UK: Any job offer that we make to you will be conditional and subject
to confirmation that you are permitted to work in the UK in accordance with the provisions of the
Asylum and Immigration Act 1996. You will be asked to provide evidence of your entitlement to
work in the UK, if an offer of employment is made. Should you be unable to demonstrate such
permission any offer will be withdrawn. 

Experience, skills, knowledge, and abilities: The person specification lists the minimum
expected requirements for this post. When shortlisting, the selection panel will only consider
information that is contained in your application form and assess this against the person
specification that you received. They are unable to make assumptions about your previous
experiences or the nature of the work that you have done from a list of job titles. It is important
therefore that you clearly demonstrate how you meet the requirements. 

References: As standard, all job offers remain conditional on the receipt of three satisfactory
references. One should be from your current or most recent employer, the second from a
previous relevant work experience and the third from someone who knows you in a work related,
voluntary or academic capacity. Please note that all referees should be able to comment on
your suitability to undertake the role.

Criminal convictions: Anyone who applies to work with the Yorkshire North & East Methodist
District will be asked to disclose details of unspent convictions during the recruitment process.
Having a criminal record will not necessarily bar you from working for us however this depends
on the type of job that you have applied for and the nature of the work that the job involves.

Data Protection: The information you provide on both the application and EDI form will be held
in the strictest confidence. We process this information in line with our privacy policy. If you
succeed in your application for employment, the information will be used in the administration
of your employment with us. By completing and signing the accompanying application form we
assume that you agree to the processing of your personal data as described above in
accordance with our privacy policy.

Feedback and complaints: We aim to treat all applicants fairly at every stage of the recruitment
process. We have a duty to ensure that everyone is treated in a non-discriminatory way and we
monitor the recruitment and selection process. We hope that you feel that you have been
treated fairly, even if you do not get the job. We welcome your feedback to help us with the
development of our recruitment and selection process and ask that you send any comments or
suggestions to hr@yorkshirenemethodist.org

Guidance Notes



INTERVIEW DATE           w/c

ANTICIPATED START

Further
Information

Important Dates

CLOSING DATE

March 6th 2023

February 28th 2023

April/May 2023

Thank you for taking the time to read this pack. We are
actively seeking to appoint a suitably experienced and
professional person to facilitate the implementation of Net
Zero in Churches and Circuits within the Yorkshire North
and East Methodist District.
To arrange an informal conversation about the role before making an application
please contact Rev Ruth Gilson-Webb on 07305 350088.

To make an application please complete and return an application form
(attached separately) via email to support@yorkshirenemethodist.org before
12pm on Tuesday 28th February 2023.

We want to keep the application process as straightforward and as transparent as
possible. Applications that match the experience and skills as detailed in the
person specification, and which demonstrate relevant knowledge and experience
in direct response to the questions asked, will be invited to an interview week
commencing 6th March 2023.

For information about how we use, store and retain data under the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR) 2018, please take a moment to read our privacy
policy: https://www.yorkshirenemethodist.org/privacy-policy/


